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We take great pride in what we
do, and how we do it.

Dear future trainee,

I would be delighted to receive your application if you have:

Although no two law firms have exactly the same culture and
outlook, differentiating between them can be a challenge.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can you tell law firms apart, or whether a law firm
offers the kind of culture and training environment that is
right for you?
At Philip Lee, we have personality. And we respect yours.
From our trainees to our partners, we place a premium not
just on legal knowledge but on the ability to push, prod and
provoke.
We have really talented lawyers, each among the best in
their field. Our lawyers will keep you on your toes as you
train and yet treat you as real team members.
Depth of experience and the innovative intelligence that
creates not just insight, but foresight: these are the qualities
we value in Philip Lee.
The firm’s culture of curiosity is infectious and creates a
unique learning environment where talent and personality
can flourish.
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a sense of individuality
a love of learning
an excellent academic record
commercial awareness
strong writing and research skills
an engaging and optimistic character
interesting experience
great listening skills
an interest in the firm’s areas of expertise

We hope to help your application process by keeping
things simple. You will find all of the information you need
in this booklet, and on our website philiplee.ie.
Best of luck,

Philip Lee
Managing Partner

The lawyers are high-calibre and great
experts, and they give practical advice.

Background
Philip Lee is a full service corporate law firm based in Dublin,
Brussels, London and San Francisco. We are also part of
Multilaw, one of the largest international law firm networks
in the world. There is a strong international and EU law
dimension to our work. The firm is ranked ‘Top Tier’ by
International Law Firm Guides across a number of specialist
practice areas and many of our lawyers are listed as ‘leading
individuals’ in these areas, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction, projects and PPP
Data privacy and technology
Dispute resolution and litigation
Employment
Energy
Environment and climate
EU, competition and state aid
Intellectual property and technology
Media and entertainment
Procurement
Real estate and planning
Tax

International Offices
Our office in Dublin is enhanced by offices in Brussels set up
in 2006, San Francisco in 2012, and our London office set
up in 2018.

Highly experienced partners providing
practical, effective advice.

This growth reflects the firm’s strengths in EU and international
trade, intellectual property, information technology and foreign
direct investment. We are one of the fastest growing firms in
Dublin. In 2018 we made a strategic decision to open a
London office to offer a wider range of services, build closer
relationships and to address the changing landscape in light
of Brexit.
Education and Social Programmes
In addition to salary, trainees will have their Law Society
PPCI and PPCII fees paid by the firm. The firm also provides
support to staff engaging in further education and training
with the assistance of our in-house training manager relevant
to their practice area. Our social committee organises a wide
range of sporting, entertainment, charitable and educational
activities throughout the year.
Philip Lee Wellness Programme
At Philip Lee, we believe a strong firm needs healthy vibrant
employees and we ensure our 135 employees get the
support they need. We understand that in the legal profession
our lawyers and support teams operate continually in a high
pressure environment.
Our HR Manager, Nicola McKenna launched the firms first
ever wellness programme in 2017 to support, promote and
sustain the well-being of the employees. The programme
is structured around four specific areas - stress reduction,
mindfulness, work-life balance and health and nutrition which
has been a huge success!

APPLICATION PROCESS
If you are interested in an internship this summer or in
our trainee programme, please email our HR Manager at
nmckenna@philiplee.ie.
Applications for our summer internship programme will
close on February 14th, 2020.
Traineeship applications for 2022 will close in February
2021.
Your application should include:
• Maximum 1-page cover letter (optional)
• Maximum 3-page CV
• An example of recent written work between 500-1,000
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We only offer traineeships to the top two or three
candidates each year, so take your time and prepare well.
We will short-list candidates for interview.
For queries relating to our summer internship
programme/trainee programme, please contact HR
Manager, Nicola McKenna, on 01 2373700 or email at
nmckenna@philiplee.ie.

Megan Gilroy
ASSOCIATE
Before joining Philip Lee, I completed my undergraduate BCL degree in DCU and subsequently my LLM master’s degree in Trinity
College Dublin. After completing my masters, I commenced studying for my FE-1s while working in a small general practice. During
this time, I began researching law firms in an effort to secure a traineeship in an environment where I could challenge myself and
develop professionally. During my research, I came across the Philip Lee internship and traineeship programme.
I was instantly attracted to the firm’s values and the opportunities that would be available to me should I have the chance to work there.
On that basis, I applied for the Philip Lee internship programme. After interviewing in a number of large corporate and commercial law
firms, I instantly felt, from my first interview with Philip Lee, that I could connect with the people and the culture that had evidently been
fostered in the firm. Upon joining Philip Lee, I was also offered continuous support while completing my FE-1 exams.
During my first few months as an intern, I worked on a busy litigation team. I immediately loved the culture and I felt determined to work
hard in an effort to secure a traineeship with the firm. Fortunately, I secured my traineeship while still completing my FE1s. From the
outset, I was offered significant responsibility and the opportunity to express my opinion on the various legal issues that I was required
to research. Each of the partners and solicitors were keen to give me an opportunity to truly experience each area of law, in order to
help me decide which department I would like to work in post-qualification.
In addition to this work, I was particularly fortunate to be offered a secondment opportunity in a large multinational company. This was
a particularly unique experience that facilitated me in understanding what a corporate client seeks in terms of practical commercial
legal advice. As such, I have been fortunate to work with large clients from both an internal and external support perspective. This is
something that has undoubtedly benefitted my training and development as a newly qualified solicitor in Philip Lee.
Throughout my time in Philip Lee, from my internship, through my traineeship and now into my time as a newly qualified solicitor, I have
appreciated the support from all aspects of the firm. It is a firm where hard work is both valued and rewarded. I have been exposed to
challenging, yet interesting work that has allowed me to grow rapidly as a solicitor.
As well as developing my legal knowledge and understanding of complex areas of law, working in Philip Lee has significantly increased
my commercial awareness. I have been exposed to high level professional practices that are crucial in providing best in class legal
services to clients. My time in the firm has shown me that clients expect support throughout all areas of their commercial decisions,
and I am now confident in my ability to provide valued commercial input to our clients.
Philip Lee has grown rapidly since its inception, and I am excited for our future as one of the preeminent and fastest growing legal
practices in Ireland.
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Thompson Barry Doherty
TRAINEE SOLICITOR
Prior to joining Philip Lee in October 2017, I completed my BCL in DCU and went on to undertake an LLM in International and
European Intellectual Property Law in Trinity College Dublin. After completing my studies, I gained some international experience
moving to New York on the one-year graduate visa and worked as a summer associate in a firm based in Manhattan’s Financial
District. Although I had gained some invaluable legal experience abroad, I was set on qualifying as a solicitor in Ireland. Upon
returning to Dublin I worked as a legal assistant in a large commercial firm while simultaneously sitting my FE-1s.
While I was sitting my FE-1s, a friend mentioned the internship programme being offered at Philip Lee. Having researched Ireland’s
leading commercial law firms, I was already aware of the firm’s reputation, so I didn’t hesitate to apply for the full-time internship
position. The interview process could not be more straightforward and after two rounds of interviews, I was pleased to be offered a
position with the firm.
From the outset as an intern in our corporate group I was given hands-on practical experience and real responsibility. What stood out
immediately was the quality of the work and expertise of the firm throughout each of our practice areas. I assisted senior associates
and partners across various legal matters with direct exposure to interesting work and high-profile clients ranging from large
multinational companies, semi-state entities, early stage technology companies and charities. After a few months, I was delighted to
accept the offer of a training contract with the firm.
At Philip Lee, trainees are expected to play an important role and you are encouraged to pursue areas that you may have an interest
in. Recently, in my rotation with the construction/procurement department, I was actively involved in reaching financial close to fund
the development of 465 social housing units across eight counties. I was able to participate in negotiation meetings and assisted
with the drafting of many project documents. The opportunity to be involved in a project of that scale and work with the various
stakeholders to achieve financial close has been one of the many highlights of my legal training.
One factor that sets Philp Lee apart is the collegiality. There is a great rapport between colleagues and even though everyone is
busy there are always social events in our calendars to look forward to including numerous charity runs, summer BBQs and trainee
weekends away. We also have a dedicated wellness committee who are continuously looking to improve the working week by
introducing initiatives such as step challenges and weekly Yoga and Pilates classes.
Any recent graduate looking to pursue a career in law with exposure to interesting and challenging commercial matters should
strongly consider the Philip Lee trainee programme. My time as a trainee has helped me develop the necessary technical skills and
commercial awareness to work as a solicitor and I am very much looking forward to continuing my career with the firm when I qualify
in December 2020.
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